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The product guide available for download at the bottom of this Page Model No.: 051-044 AFTERGLOW AG9 Premium Ture Wireless Headset for PS4 and Xbox One speak freely with our 100% true wireless headset for PS4. Afterglow AG 9 is the premium true wireless headset you've been waiting for. Ag
9's unrivalled value makes it the most affordable true wireless headset on the market, and we're sure its impressive acoustic design will kick you off. Professionally tuned to incredible depth, richness and premium sound, the AG 9 offers two different sound modes: Pure Audio and Bass Boost. Immerse
yourself in your favorite PS4 games and experience how they should be heard. On top of that, we added our Afterglow Prismatic color to select LED lighting in the mix. Choose your favorite color or turn off the lights completely. Just plug in the USB transmitter on and you're good to go. With a wireless
range of up to 40 feet and 16 hours of battery life, there is no reason to interrupt a large gaming session with friends. Listen to other players clearly with a flexible noise-cancelling microphone and benefit from a comfortable and adjustable headband for personalized fit. Find a comfortable place on the
couch because you are in for a long night. Product specifications 50mm Neodymium drivers with two modes. Pure Audio and Bass Boost. Completely wireless for the PS4 and Xbox One. (No cable to controller) Easy to use plug and Play installation for both consoles. Removable Noise-Cancel Microphone
Setting Prismatic LED Lightning on Ear Cups Product Guide available for download at the bottom of this page Model No:048-056-NA (Xbox One) - 051-044-NA-BK (PS4) AFTERGLOW AG 9 Premium Wireless Headset for PS4 and Xbox One This model headset is the newest in the Afterglow series. The
AG9 is available for both PS4 and Xbox One. It's a fully wireless model, so the cables don't connect while you're using it. Experience your games the way you should through the powerful 50mm Neodymium drivers. AG 9 was designed for incredible depth of sound, sound richness, and clarity of sound.
Product specifications 50mm Neodymium drivers with two modes. Pure Audio and Bass Boost. Completely wireless for the PS4 and Xbox One. (No cable to controller) Easy to use plug and Play installation for both consoles. The removable noise-cancelling microphone Split headband design provides the
ultimate in comfort and adjustability Image is not available forColour: ENGLISH WIRELESS VIDEO USER HAND WHAT IN BOX ENGLISH WIRELESS REMOVABLE WIRELESS TRANSMITTER NOISE-CANCELLING HEADSET MICROPHONE 6-FOOT 3.5 MM PLAY AND AUDIO CABLE charge
CABLE-POWER/MUTE BUTTON: Press and 4. MASTER VOLUME DIAL: Regulates the overall retention to ON power; repeat the volume level. Turn off. When ON, the button will be 5. Volume GAMES/CHAT GAME/CHAT like MUTE BUTTON. Click DIAL: Adjust the amount of chat volume once to
disable the microphone, relative to the volume of the game. and click again so as not to ignore. 6. UNIVERSAL AUDIO LINE-IN: Connect 2. AUDIO MODE BUTTON: Controls the gray color of a 3.5 mm auxiliary cable in audio modes and manual lighting. This port and the other end at 3. REMOVABLE,
NOISE-CANCELING Sound Source (mobile device, tablet, MIC: Flexible arrow design allows PC). Microphone, sound and lighting for accurate placement for clear chat capabilities are supported in mobile mode. Communication. 7. MICRO USB CHARGING PORT: This port allows you to charge the
Afterglow wireless headset while you're in use. 8. WIRELESS TRANSMITTER: Connect the active USB port to the game console. 9. STATUS LED: - A flashing LED means that the headset is not paired or is out of range. A solid LED indicates that the headset and transmitter are successfully paired. The
LED that is off indicates that the Xbox One has gone into standby or sleep mode. 10. PAIRING PIN-HOLE: Your headset and transmitter will come pre-paired, but if they're ever disabled, you can re-pair them by pressing a small button inside the pin hole with a small paper clip. SET UP: XBOX ONE
ENGLISH 1. Connect the Afterglow wireless transmitter to an active USB port on your Xbox One console. The LED light transmitter will flash, indicating what it is on and searching your headset. 2. Tap and hold the power button on the power headset. The flashing LED on the headset's headphones will
indicate that the headset is looking for a wireless transmitter. The successful connection is indicated by solid LED light on the ear cups and a beep. 3. If you've already logged in with an account when you connect an Xbox One wireless transmitter, you'll see an icon on the screen indicating the headset
has been assigned to that particular account. Audio MODES ENGLISH Audio modes indicate the beeps heard in headphones. BASS BOOST: For those who prefer an extra kick at a low-frequency end, this mode adds depth to your explosions and rumbles without sacrificing crystal clear sound. This is
evidenced by the upward beep. PURE AUDIO: Pure Sound offers a well balanced and wide audio experience that allows you to hear the game just like the game's developers are designed without additional improvements. This is evidenced by the downward beep. BATTERY AND CHARGING ENGLISH
POWER AND CHARGING: Your Afterglow headset is designed to provide gamers with up to 16 hours of battery life on a single charge. LOW BATTERY: Your Afterglow headset will alert you to a sound tone when battery life is low. When the headset has about 10 minutes of energy left, THE LED cup
lights The headset will be off, but you will still be able to hear your game and chat audio. It takes 2.5 hours for the headset to be fully battery-powered. You can using the headset while charging, connecting the Play and Charge cable to the headset and active USB port. LED CHARGING INDICATION:
When charging, the ear cup lights will pulsate. When fully charged, the ear cup lights will stop pulsating, and remain firm green. When charging, the ear cup lights will pulsate. When fully charged, the ear cup lights will stop pulsating, and remain firm green. SETTING UP: ENGLISH 1 MOBILE DEVICES.
Connect one end of the grey 3.5mm auxiliary cable to the Afterglow headset and the other to the audio output of your mobile device. 2. Adjust the volume at will on your mobile device. 3. To turn on the headset while using the headset in mobile mode: Turn on the headset while disconnecting from the
transmitter, press and hold the mode button for 10 seconds until the headset HAS LED flashing lights turn off. TROUBLESHOOTING ENGLISH MY HEADSET AND TRANSMITTER ARE NOT PAIRED - MAKE SURE ... To get out of passive mode, restart the headset by holding the mute button for 3
seconds to turn off, and then repeat to power again. While connected to a live USB port, you can re-pair the wireless transmitter by pressing the button inside the pin hole on the side of the transmitter until the LED light starts flashing quickly. While in off position, press and hold the headset power button
for about 10 seconds until the earcup LEDs are firm. Your wireless transmitter and earcup LED headset should have solid LED light. Now they're paired. I can't hear others - MAKE SURE... Adjust the chat/game balance set until you hear the others clearly. I CAN HEAR OTHERS - MAKE SURE... - Your
headset IS ON and paired with a wireless transmitter. This is evidenced by a solid LED on the headset headphones and wireless transmitter. Your microphone is not off. Click on the large MUTE button on the left ear cup to disable and not ignore yourself. NOTE: When you turn off the microphone, you will
hear two short beeps. Click it again to get out of MUTE. I CAN HEAR GAME AUDIO - MAKE SURE... - Your Xbox One system is on and the wireless transmitter is connected to a USB port. Your headset is on ON. This is evidenced by a solid green LED on both wireless transmitter and headset
headphones. Your volume is turned up. You've evenly balanced your game compared to the audio chat on the headset. Your headset is recognized by the Xbox One console. Check settings if you haven't received a notification from the console that it has been recognized. FRANCOIS MANUEL
CASQUET-MICRO WITHOUT PHIL D'USE OF THE NOMENCLATURE OF FRANCE TRANSMETTEUR SANS FIL ANTIBRUIT SANS FIL AMOVIBLE C'BLE DE JEU C'BLE AUDIO ET DE CHARGEMENT DE 3.5 MM DE 6 PIEDS DE LONG PR'SENTATION DU CASQUE-MICRO FRAN'AIS 1.
MARCH/SOURDINE: 4. VOLUME PM: Keep the button pressed to set the main volume level. Power click 5. VOLUME NEW TO turn off. GAME EQUILIBRIUM:CHAT: Rule when ignited, it works the intensity of the volume of the cat as FINALY BOUTON. compared to the volume of the game. Click once to
put 6. UNIVERSAL AUDIO ENTRE: a muffled microphone. Tap the Grey auxiliary plug cable again to disable the 3.5mm on this port and other muted plugs. (mobile device, tablet, PC). As. AUDIO MODES: Controls audio modes as well as sound and light features of lighting modes. The microphone is
accepted in 3. MICRO REMOVABLE With mobile charging. BRUIT SUPPRESSION: Design 7. Flexible MICRO CHARGEMENT PORT microphone allows USB: This port allows you to place where you want to enjoy charging a wireless headset with a clear and clear connection. After the life when using it.
8. JUMELAGE BOUTON: One of the active USB ports of your transmitter and gaming headset. already paired with their delivery, 9. STAT LED: But if they turn off, a flashing LED indicates that you can pair them in a helmet not paired or by pressing a small button located on is out of range. inside the
notched with LED, which is constantly burning in a small paper clip. indicates that the headset and transmitter are properly matched. The off LED indicates that the Xbox One has fallen asleep. INSTALLATION: XBOX ONE FRENCH 1. Connect the Af terglow wireless transmitter to an active USB port on
the Xbox One console. The LED of your transmitter will blink to indicate what it is on and looking for a headset. 2. To power, hold the POWER button on the headset. If the colors of the LED alternate on the helmet shell, it means that the headset is looking for a wireless transmitter. The successful
connection is indicated by the helmet's LED, illuminating constantly and beep. 3. If you've already logged in with your account when you plug in an Xbox One wireless transmitter, you'll see an icon on the screen indicating that the headset was linked to a specific account. Audio modes are indicated by
beeps that can be heard in the helmet shell. AMPLIFICATION OF BASSES: For those who A little more bass, this mode gives a little more depth of explosions and drones without sacrificing the purity of the beep. This is evidenced by the number of beeps. AUDIO PUR: Pure Sound provides a well
balanced and extensive audio experience that lets you hear the sound of the game exactly as it was developed by the developers, without any further improvements. This is evidenced by the downward beep. Daughter.
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